The remarkable story of Kisiizi,
now 61 years old, continues in its
many different services all with
the same aim of sharing “Life in all
its fullness” – health of body,
mind, spirit and community – with
its patients, attendants,
neighbours, staff and visitors. We
celebrated afresh the joy and
living hope of Easter – here are
the Chaplains and a warden
arriving for a service:

We have been
giving some of our
old buildings a
facelift with a coat
of red paint on the old iron bati tin roofs and they certainly

look much fresher.
Above is the administration block and to the
right the new Boys Dormitory at the Kisiizi
Hospital Primary School kindly sponsored by
UCDVO (University College Dublin Voluntary
Organisation) with the beautiful outline of
Ihunga behind.
VISITORS
One of Kisiizi’s ministries is to
visitors from all corners of
the world. We recently
enjoyed a Christian medical
group from Kenya who were
especially interested in the
Kisiizi Community Health
Insurance Scheme, the oldest
in Uganda and now up to over 41,800 beneficiaries in
211 groups. Though we have no direct donor funding
to the Scheme, it has managed to balance. It has
created interest within Uganda especially as there is
work to introduce a national programme. In fact,
Kisiizi and Kiwoko, another Church of Uganda Hospital,
were the only two hospitals in the country requested to speak at the National Development Plan III Health Sector
Workshop in Kampala attended by the Minister of Health and Minister of Finance. The Kisiizi Medical
Superintendent presented on Universal Health Coverage initiatives in Kisiizi including the Insurance Scheme,
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Mothers Waiting Home, Africa Partnerships for Patient Safety and Stre@mline, the IT system developed in Kisiizi.
He explained that to roll out the insurance scheme
successfully there must be
 a not-for-profit motivation,
 trust by the community in the health
provider
 community involvement and ownership.
He introduced some exciting recent research done
as a PhD thesis by Emmanuel Nshakira Rukundo
working with University of Bonn. It demonstrates a
significant reduction in childhood stunting for every
year a family is enrolled in our scheme. It reaches
over 20% impact in 5 years, a dramatic impact with
implications for improved neurological
development and supporting individuals reaching
their full potential…. Life in all its fullness indeed!
A lot of world literature on health insurance schemes has focussed on the financial protection they offer but not
so much has been published on health benefits of CBHI (Community Based Health Insurance) schemes like the
one in Kisiizi.

One important development is the
opening of the Hope Community
Clinic (Health Centre III level) at
Rwentobo, about 50 minutes
drive away. We will pilot the
provision of services to insurance
patients there, the first site other than Kisiizi itself to
offer this.
The official opening was on 7th May with Bishop Benon
Magezi, Chairman of the Kisiizi Board of Governors,
attending the ceremony hosted by World Shine
Ministries at Rwentobo and supported by a church in Tonbridge UK. It will open up services to a very needy
community right up to the Rwanda border and we anticipate a large number will join our insurance scheme. The
Kisiizi Board has agreed to take responsibility for running the clinic for 3 years at which point there will be a
strategic review of the best way forward. At this stage we don’t know what sort of demand there will be for
services.
The photo above right shows the initial staff team left to right; Dianah, degree nurse who will visit in a
supervisory support role and Martha, nurse; Kelvin, midwife; Katto, Lab assistant and Timothy, Clinical Officer
who will lead the team. There will also be a nurse aide and cleaner and security support from World Shine. The
Kisiizi staff will rotate periodically to maintain skills. The clinic will use Stre@mline so this will integrate with
Kisiizi including the insurance scheme and allow careful monitoring of activity levels.
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Palm Sunday celebrations at the Primary School
morning service…
…and this is the speaker who did really well!

We have also enjoyed a visit from an
enthusiastic multi-disciplinary team from
Dublin linked to CHEEERS: Developing
Healthcare Together ( Community / Healthcare /
Empowering / Education / Experiences / Relationships &
Support) who

ran a 2-day workshop focussing
on physical well-being and on the prevention
and management of pressure sores. The
team included physiotherapists, occupational
therapists, speech & language therapists,
pharmacists, dietitian and a doctor and they
fully engaged with our staff in the two weeks
they were here with a lot of important progress made.
Orthopaedic Team:
Dr Robert, Kisiizi’s Consultant Surgeon,
with some of the visiting Peterborough
Orthopaedic team and with Sister
Loyce who is a very grateful patient
having had her leg deformity
corrected.

We were delighted to welcome
back a team from Peterborough
who worked with Kisiizi staff on a
number of adults and children
requiring orthopaedic surgery. In
addition they ran a Hand Trauma
workshop attended by over 40
delegates from as far away as
Kampala.
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The practical included practicing repair of tendons….

<<< Some of the patients after the orthopaedic
camp…

Kisiizi has long-term links with Countess of Chester
Hospital including the WHO African Partnerships for
Patient Safety programme.
Dr Stephen Brearey, Consultant Paediatrician, and Berni
Butterworth, Neonatal Nurse, visited for a fortnight
helping in Children’s Ward and the Special Care Baby Unit.
(The photo is just to prove that we let them out of the ward
occasionally!)

They brought out a
transcutaneous
bilirubinometer to
measure a baby’s
jaundice level
without needing a blood
sample so that is a real
help as it gives an
immediate answer to
guide treatment (failure
to treat high levels of
jaundice in babies may
lead to brain damage,
deafness or death).
<<< Eunice on Special Care
Baby Unit
using the new
Bilirubinometer

We greatly appreciate this support and the on-going links with Chester including with the Imaging team who have
supported our x-ray and ultrasound services. We had looked forward to the visit of two staff from the Chester
imaging / radiology department this month but sadly it has been postponed due to the Ebola concerns.
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Kisiizi snapshots…
We need more back-up oxygen
cylinders… patients’ attendants
with baskets of food on their
heads moving to the wards….
Coffee growing in Kisiizi…
home made bread… midwife
review in mothers’ waiting
home….new embankment
retaining walls on the main
drainage channel to try
and prevent future floods.

Fred working on the Kisiizi School of Nursing &
Midwifery bus… and John with a new bridge
under construction where there had been flood
damage in the past…
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By 1st June 2019 there had been 2,209 visitors to Kisiizi
Falls tourism park including hospital
visitors in 2019 (total since opening in
Dec 2016 is the extraordinary figure
of 20,084!) from many different parts
of Uganda, Africa and across the
world. Feedback has been very
positive (see TripAdvisor website
Kisiizi Falls) and the project is helping
to support the hospital Good Samaritan Fund that
assists the poorest of our patients.
One of the more recent attractions has been a crowned
crane chick…

Growing up…

As human populations continue to rise more and more land is being taken
over for growing crops and birds have less natural environment to enjoy.
Consequently Kisiizi is increasingly an oasis for a range of different species
of birds which of course enhances the Kisiizi Falls experience for visitors.
We now have students from Makerere University and a range of schools
visiting and we are able to show the benefits of hydro-electricity and the
value of renewable energy. We also demonstrate aquaponics where
waste from tilapia fish is used to grow vegetables.

We request all our visitors who
have been to Kisiizi Falls to put a
review on the TripAdvisor Kisiizi
Falls page to encourage more
visitors. Thank you.

Ross’ Turaco

Firefinch
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KISIIZI PARTNERS www.kisiizipartners.org.uk
Huge thanks to the Trustees and all the supporters of
Kisiizi Partners for the prayers and financial input that
assists our salaries and helps us to keep patient charges
as low as possible. In addition long term help has been
received for equipment, training of staff, buildings such
as the Mothers Waiting Home (photo shows health
education teaching in the Mothers Waiting Home) etc. plus
tremendous help following the unprecedented severe
flooding in late 2017. If you are not already linked to Kisiizi
Partners please do so to help the on-going work.
The Kisiizi Partners Sponsor an Orphan programme helps
vulnerable children and students with education and health
care when needed and the Bags of Difference project helps
many of our staff to generate some extra income from
sewing.
More recently trustees have visited and focussed on the
important area of Safeguarding as it applies to vulnerable
children and adults in the hospital, the primary school and in
the different schools linked with our Child Sponsorship programme. As when it was introduced in the
UK, it takes a while for people to tune in to the need to flag up and follow up concerns but we are
piloting different systems to try and make it work.
Thanks too to those providing support via Kisiizi Partners for various projects such as Goats, Nutrition,
Stoves and for the Good Samaritan Fund to help our poorest patients. Caring for the Vulnerable is a key
theme in Kisiizi including its services to neonates, the mentally ill and those needing rehabilitation.
MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
We have participated in World Health
Organizaton mhGAPv2 (Mental Health
Gap) training and are working on rolling
this out to a wider audience. We have
sent one of our registered nurses, Sayuni
Prima to train in Child and Adolescent
mental health as we plan to develop our
psychiatry services further. These will include prevention and support services for alcohol abuse that
can be a serious problem for some families. We are so grateful to Jamie’s Fund for their wonderful
support allowing construction of the Ahumuza Centre that has already proved a
blessing to many and for the vehicle support costs helping us to run three busy
community clinics a month as well as doing follow up visits to patients’ homes.
A book of the testimony and life of Reverend Canon Zaburoni Katombozi,
formerly Hospital Chaplain in Kisiizi, has been released and is entitled “ A little
story from Kisiizi”. Those who worked with him remember him with great
affection as a colleague with tremendous sense of humour and passion for the
gospel. Though he only had received limited education he impacted many
people including via radio messages and now this book will continue to bless
many.
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<< Some of the members of
the Board of Governors and
Management May 2019
The Board has been reconfigured with some long
serving members retiring and
new members recruited.
As always, the pattern of
Kisiizi has been two steps
forward and one step back
with different challenges.
Please pray for wisdom for
the Board as it reviews the
strategic direction and
priorities of Kisiizi.

Some of the Kisiizi Falls Guest House team
>>

<<< Gynaecology ward with staff ready to greet
the Minister of State for Health as part of the
national Fistula Day function

>>>
New operating theatre lights in the Gynaecology and
General Theatres have greatly improved illumination for
surgery and comfort of the surgeons. The previous
second-hand lights had been repaired countless times and
were becoming dangerous. We are very grateful for
support from friends in UK for this important equipment.
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SOME CURRENT CHALLENGES FOR YOUR PRAYERS
PLEASE:
Relationship with Rwanda:
There have been tensions between Uganda and
Rwanda with restrictions at the Katuna border for the
past month or so. We do hope this all settles down
without any flashpoints or escalation.
Ebola outbreak:
The outbreak in eastern
Democratic Republic of
Congo (DRC) has been out of control for some time with increasing numbers
of cases. Around 11th June our colleagues at Church of Uganda Kagando
Hospital received a Congolese family with a child quickly confirmed as a case
of Ebola. Kagando is close to a major border crossing to DRC and is about 4
hours drive from Kisiizi. They often
receive patients from DRC whilst
Kisiizi does not. The challenge with
the DRC outbreak is that there are
militia and different groups causing major insecurity and even
healthcare workers have been attacked and killed making efforts
to control the situation extremely difficult.
Uganda is quite experienced in dealing with Ebola, in fact Kisiizi
faced an outbreak 2 hours north from here in 2012, followed six
months later by an outbreak of Marburg disease 2 hours south of
us. Unfortunately we have had some planned visitors cancelling their trips due to concerns about Ebola
though we hope Ebola never moves down into our area. We are not complacent and do have
contingency plans. Some of our staff have been vaccinated and the reported efficacy of the
immunisation is 95%.
The following is a link to the official Ministry of Health press releases: https://health.go.ug/press-release
Finances:
Having been through a tough time in the past couple of years due to the unprecedented flooding with
subsequent impact on our hydro-electricity generator alternator needing rewiring; Brexit dropping the
value of our UK support; increasing costs and sadly some incidents of fraud, we are grateful that we are
seeing improvement. We are glad to have our new Finance Manager Ronnie Okello and Accountant
Jane Kafura who are doing well. We also appreciate Penninah Aijuka, Diocesan Treasurer and our
Internal Auditor. We express our great appreciation to our supporters who have continued to help
Kisiizi financially. Our Staff have been patient as salaries have been frozen for some time yet the cost of
living has gone up and in some grades we have fallen significantly behind government salary levels
which can cause loss of staff. Management is systematically working through the different grades and
scales in response to these pressures and value your prayers and support as we go forward.
General Surgeon:
After many years of faithful service our specialist consultant surgeon, Robert Mugarura, has given notice
for family reasons. He will continue to work part time until the end of September to ensure continuity
of training for our intern doctors. Please pray we find the right replacement to continue both the
important surgical services and also the training of interns and medical officers.
Accident:
A Kisiizi pick-up was involved in an accident on the way back from Kampala this week. Thankfully
nobody was hurt but the vehicle was badly damaged.
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LONG TERM SERVICE
Sister Nancy Mwebesa, Psychiatric Clinical Officer, is due to retire at the end of June after many years of
faithful service. There will be a special service on 30th June to give thanks for her contribution and that
of Sister Ann Moore who has also worked faithfully in Kisiizi for many years in the Special Care Baby
Unit, School of Nursing & Midwifery and as a member of Management.

This is one of many weddings
of Kisiizi staff… Dan,
Physiotherapist marrying
Patience, a midwife, at a
church about 15 minutes
drive from Kisiizi.

KISIIZI on YouTube / TV
NAME
Kisiizi overview
presentation

LINK
https://youtu.be/bYFjCeg7qLA

Kisiizi Hospital
Mothers Waiting
Home

https://youtu.be/0_tc_sFZjI0

Free Fistula treatment at
Kisiizi Hospital

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iBdvpnxwHlk

Possible Government
support for Kisiizi to offer
free maternal services

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GkWLHHNFDkI

COMMENT
You tube clip with slides &
greeting from Moses
Mugume
Uganda Broadcasting
Corporation TV
documentary clip 2019.
Uganda Broadcasting
Corporation TV
documentary clip 2019.
Uganda Broadcasting
Corporation TV
documentary clip 2019.

Please look at our websites for more information.
Thank you for your support, encouragement and prayers for all the different ministries of Kisiizi
including child sponsorship, community insurance, primary school, nursing and midwifery school,
hydro-electricity generation, tourism as well as its clinical work with in-patients, clinics and
community outreach. Let us redouble our efforts as we move forward to share “Life in all its fullness”
with our patients, attendants, visitors, staff and community. Thank you all so much.
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